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Caucus plans to vote
no confidence in Dixon
By KEVIN THORNTON
Guardian Associate Writer

A spokesman for the Wright
State Student Caucus yesterday
announced that group's plans to
issue a vote of "no confidence" in
Student Services Executive Director Elizabeth Dixon. The dissatisfaction apparently stems from
various complaints compiled by
Caucus members.

J ante* Plnkney get.* Inside for shot at Mondays game against
Cleveland Stale
Guardian photo J.F. Carroll

The spokesman noted that
"Dixon is just not concerned;
some people have been here for
two or three years and have never
even met her." Another mnjor

Caucus complaint is tiieir feeling
of persecution concerning closing
hours at the University Center.
The group claims that Dixon has
authorized security police to specificially make sure that Caucus is
out of the building by 11 p.m.
while other groups are allowed to
stay longer.
DIXON'S INVOLVEMENT with
Student Caucus is limited to
directing their activities in the
University Center. The Caucus
claims that even this duty is being
neglected. Furthermore, they
contend that her policies are
inconsistent. Noted a spokesman,
"There seems to be a lot of
unwritten policies that she conies

up with to fill the immediate
situation."
The final complaint was
brought to the attention of Dixon
six months ago, but members
claim that nothing has been
resolved yet.
The "no confidence" measure
will be discussed Thursday at the
Student Caucus meeting. Caucus
is unsure of its effects if passed.
One member commented, "We
don't know if we'll solve anything
this way. maybe we'll just bring it
to someone's attention."
DIXON HAD NO comment on
the situation.

Dorm athletes may be moved to University apartments
By BILL HIGDON
Guardian Special Writer
Wright State's collegiate athletes presently living in Hamilton
Hall, who have had preference for
dorm housing until now, may be
moved to the proposed University
apartments.
New housing is planned which
may become the home of between
50-70 percent of the current
Hamilton Hal) iciidvnts, according to Roger Holmes, assistant
director of Student Development.
IN THE PAST. WS'J has
obierved a po..cy ot giving prior
ity to athletes 5a situations such
as a sfcon.sg* of dormitory space.
Huimes and WSU Athletic Direct-

or Don Mohr agreed that this
attitude was necessary in building
a successful athletic program.
"We expect to maintain our
traditional program of reserving
University housing for athletes."
noted Holmes.
Since no decision has been
reached, there is no way of
knowing what percentage of
WSU's athletes will be transferred, Holmes added.
With th.s in mind, Ralph
Underhill.
men's
basketball
coach, would rather see all of his
players transferred to the new
housing in order to keep them
together, mainly for the sake of
knowing their whereabouts. "We
Ifte to keep tabs on what our

Stemming from shooting

athletes are doing." agreed
Mohr.
UNDERHILL FELT that no
problems would arise as a result
of the switch. "I think it (the mew
housing) is better than the dormitory. It's newer, more roomy...If I
was a student 1 think I would
rather live in the new housing."
Would the switch affect the
players' studies? "No, I don't
think so." responded Underhill.
"They'll have their own rooms so
it will be more private. If one of
the players wants to study, then
he'll be able to do so without
bothering anybody else. In the
dorm rooms you sometimes can't
study late at night without bothering your roommate."
The athletes should not be

Stahl to face felony escape charge
By CHUCK STEVENS
GocrdUn Sbcff Writer
The t*o former University employees involved in an incident
which triggered the ftr« ever
shooting at Wright State, faced
triaf on the misdemeanor charges
of assault Feb. 9.
Paul McMahon sad Christopher Stahl. former gruunds main(eninrr employees, were charged
with the assault of a fellow
employee Gene Ringer, as a
result of the incident, which
occur.*d Dec. 20 at the Gaza
House, near K-'ot.
THE INCIDENT WAS witnessed by Supervisor of Grounds
Maintenance Larry Purdue. Pur-

due told the Guardian in an
interview Jan ? that he saw the
two men try "to force Ringer Into
the back of a truck," and that
Ringer resisted by placing "his
hands and feet againit the side of
the truck."
Purdue noted that Ringer was
TJien "kneed and icked" by Stahl
and MrMahon in a further attempt to force him into the truck.
When 'hat effort failed, Purdue
indicated that McMahon "lifted
Ringer into the air by his legs and
slammed him to the ground."
Purdue also noted that Ringer
later told him the incident was
started because he had refused to
smoke a marijuana cigarette with
them.

AN OFFICIAL representing the
Fairborn Municipal Court said
that McMahon was fined $100
plus $18 court costs and sentenced to 60 days in jail for his
part in the incident. However,
McMahon's 60 day sentence was
suspended by the judge under the
stipulation that further incidents
of this kind would not occur.
Stahl. however, saw his charge
of assault dropped by a dismissal
motion. The court official noted
that this may be a move by the
prosecutor to concentrate more
intensely on a felony charge that
Stahl will also face in connection
with the same incident.
(See 'STAHL' PAGE 7)

financially hampered by the
move, Underhill believes. The
new housing will easily be within
walking distance of campus, and
once on campus most student athletes will probably remain
until their classes are over. The
athletes will also still be able to
use the campus cafeteria, laundry
and other facilities at no extra
cost to them as long as these
things are included in their
scholarships.
HOWEVER, THE possibility
that recruiting might be affected
by the change to the new housing
brought varied reactions from
Mohr. Underhill and Jim Brown,
Underbill's assistant coach. "I
feel it could affect our recruiting
because a lot of people want to

live in the dorm," said Mohr.
Brown agreed with Mohr, saying "1 think most of the players
would rather stay in the dorm."
Yet Underhill felt that tee a part ment-style living would be a
definite plus to recruiting efforts.
WSU basketball player Steve
Hartings had little to say about
the issue. "1 really don't have any
comment. We just do what tley
tell us to do. I kind of like the
dorm, but if they move us to the
apartments what can we do?"
ONE WAY OR amther, there
ought to be a decision reached by
early March oq the whole housing
issue, according to Holmes. "We'
re trying to make it (the housing
move) a change for the better,"
he stated.

Wednesday
weather

The temperature might even get into the low 30's today under
cloudy skies. Rain is on the way for Thursday, however, with the
temperatures in as high as the low 40's.

thought
A thought for the day: British statesman William Gladstone said,
"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race."

Happy Valentines Day
Did someone write a valentine to you? Check page 5 to see if they
did. If not. happy day from all of us at the Guardian - we love yal
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Mobil freed from equipment responsibility
By BOB MYERS
Guardian Special Writer

The Board of Trustees passed a
resolution last Wednesday freeing MobU Oil Company from any
liability associated with SI 00,000
worth of geochemistry equipment
which the firm has donated to
Wright State.
Mobil refused to donate the
equipment until its responsibility
in the event of an accident had
been cleared, according to O.
Edward Pollock, secretary of the
Board of Trustees. Pollock noted

that the University would never
try to extend responsibility to a
donor for a mishap on Universitycon(rolled equipment anyway, so
the resolution was passed without
delav.
THE EQUIPMENT WAS ob
tained for the use of the geochemistry research lab in 021 Fawcett,
said Dr. Ronald Schmidt, associate professor and chairman of the
department. It will be used for the
purpose of dating rocks by the
potassium argon method. The
equipment is highly sensitive to
minute changes of argon in the
composition of rocks.

The potassium argon method
has a higher range of dating than
the carbon-14 method previously
used. Schmidt said. It can date
rocks between 100 million to
billions of years old.
Schmidt also said that the
research will be done on rocks
that come from all over the world.
Some recent work has been done
on samples from Canada, Greenland and South America. Little
research is done on rocks from
Ohio, with the exception of
"basement rocks."
"THE EQUIPMENT WILL be
used by the faculty, graduate

students, and undergraduates."
explained Schmidt. "Some graduates will be using the equipment
as part of the 700 level nuclear
geochemistry course, and some
upper level undergraduates will
also be allowed to use the
facility."
The equipment was accepted
for the use of Dr. Paul Pushkar,
professor of geology. Pushkar
said he had been told by a former
student who now works for Mobil
that the equipment was no longer
being used by them. "The lab
that Mobil operated was dismantled two years ago," Pushkar

said.
The equipment was to be
picked up Friday by Dr. Pushkar.
He expects to have it on the
campus early this week.
WHEN ASKED ABOUT why
the equipment was needed,
Schmidt said that it wili be used
to upgrade the current equipment
in use now and to expand the
department's capabilities. "Right
now our capacity is as "good or
better than any other place in the
state." he said. "We hope to
become as good as any place in
the nation in two or three years."

Daydreams helpful Deadly force may be restricted
WASHINGTON UP1 • A psychologist says the idea frequent and
vivid daydreams can be a sign ol
mental illness is only a long-held
myth.
Dr. Steven Starker, chief of the
psychology service of the Veterans Administration Hospital at
Portland. Ore., said that since
withdrawal from the world of
reality can be an early indication
of a serious emotional disorder, a
daydreamer often becomes the
object of suspicion and concern.
"How easy it is to believe that
daydreams are
dangerous,"
Starker said. "Enjoyment of daydreams is seen primarily as an
escape from reality, if not as an
indication of mental disturbance."
STARKER, WHO ALSO is an
associate professor of medical
psychology at the University of
Oregon, said further evidence
supporting the idea of the danger
of daydreaming can be found in
the delusions and hallucinations
of mental patients.
"The bizarre, frequently terrifying nature of these experiences lends as aspect of crazines;
to i}»e fantasy process and warn;
us not to let our imaginations rut
away with us." Stalker said.
Recent fantasy research, he
said in a report in the medical
journal Hospi'.il and Community
Psychiatry, published by the Am-

erican Psychiatric Association,
makes it possible to put the
"obvious" to test.
FOR INSTANCE, he said several studies have shown that
schizophrenic patients have less
varied and complex fantasy tendencies than normal individuals.
"Although the studies did not
measure spontaneous fantasy as
it occurs in daily life, and therefore can supply only suggestive
information regarding the daydream. the findings are noteworthy in that they fail to support
the assumed connection between
a rich fantasy life and schizophrsnic psychosis." Starker said.
How then, he asked, was it
possible thai so many specialists
could have been misled about the
dangers of fantasy? Because, lie
said, little was known about what
was normal and what was not in
the world of fantasy.
AS RESEARCH PROCEEDS,
he said "it reveals more and more
what a rich, varied fantasy life is
to be found in normal indivuals."
And he said a comparison of
patients with normal college students found that the depressed
patients had fewer positive, vivid
daydreams and more guilty, fearful fantasies.

COLUMBUS UPI - State Sen.
Michael
Schwarzwslder,
DColumbus. introduced legislation
Tuesday establishing strict standards for the use of deadly force by
law enforcement officers.
At the same time, a police
officers' bill of rights was offered
in the Ohio House with bipartisan
support.
The Schwarzwalder bill would
allow deadly force only under a
strict set of guidelines.
UNQUALIFIED USE of deadly
force would be permitted only to
repel deadly force, or if the officer
believed it necessary to avoid
"the imminent threat of death
from the use of deadly force."
It also would be permitted to
catch an escaped convict who
used force risking "serious physical harm" to others, and if law
enforcement officers believed he
could not be recaptured except
through force.
Under any other circumstances, deadly force would be forbidden unless the officer: were
trying to stop a person attempting
to commit or actually committing
specified felonies, including homicide, assault, abduction, rape,
arson or aggravated robbery.
Believed the offender had a
firearm or dangerous ordinance.
Tried to make known to the
offender the purpose of the arrest
and the offender would have to

THUS IT IS the content of the
daydreaming that appears to have
some significance. Starker uaid.

Student studys outdated cures
PARKERSB'JRG. W.VA. \ ?l Oldtimers used to ;«ke used
motor c.il and mix it with sulphur
to cure "the scratchis."
Those troubled by wld sores of
the mouth simply chewed on
yellow root.
There «re other old cures that
ahounded in in era when clinics,

and doctors weren't available,
and John Eilertsen wants to know
about them.
AMONG THE cure-alls he has
learned to date:
Mak.ng a dog inhale smoke
from burning shoe leather to cure
distemper.
Using pine pitch to seal wounds

FLORIST
2173 N FAIRFIELD ROAD
DAYTON. OHIO 45431

^ Valentine's Day Roses

426-4253
Starting at SI 2
Caah & Cam

and prevent infection.
APPLYING the inside of a strip
of slippery elm bark to o boil to
"draw it out."
Giving catnip tea to a teething
baby.
Drinking a tea made from witch
hazel to treat measles.

****************
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*
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persist.
USED WITHOUT sucess all
available alternative means of
apprehending the offender.
The above precautions would
have to be applied in the case of
an escapee who had not been
tried.
The officer would have avoid
use of deadly force if it would
create a substantial risk of physical harm to innocent persons.
"THIS BILL attempts to strike
a balance between the rights of
citizens to be free from unprovoked attacks and violent crimes and
the accused's constitutional guarantees of innocense until provien
guilty and trial by jury." said
Schwarzwalder.
The legislation stems from the
controversy surrounding tne fatal
shooting last year of Larry Mcnnctield, a young man who resisted
arrest when police cornered him
in a south Columbus doughnut
shop.

THE INTERROGATION would
be limited to reasonable time
limits during reasonable hours
and the officer would be entitled
to know the nature of the investi
gation and other particulars about
the session in advance.
No one would be allowed to
threaten the officer with punitive
action nor promise a reward for
answering a question during the
session.
The officer would be entitled to
an attorney, and to the right to
remain silent if there were a,
possibility he could be charged
with a crime.

China youth protest jobs
TOKYO UPI - The Chinese Communist Party warned today it will
deal harshly with violent protests
bv voung people assigned to jobs
far from their home cities.
Japan's Kyodo news agency reported from Peking.
The front-page warning in the
official party paper. People's
Daily, follows a Feb. 5 rampage
by youths in Shanghai protesting
job assignments outside Shanghai.
The Shanghai newspaper Liberation Daily reported Sunday
that angry young people blocked
a total of 60 trains in the Shanghai
area, by staging sit-ins along
railroad tracks.
"IT IS ENTIRELY wrong for a

DIOCESAN

*
*
*
*
*
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*

The police officers' bill of
rights, drafted by the Fraternal
Order of Police and introduced by
Rep. Thomas J. Carney. DBoardman, would apply during
investigations and interrogat. -«
of officers.

in Christ

very small number of people in a
few places to take advantage of
democracy and instigate disturbances, repeating what took place
in the 1966 Cultural Revolution,
by storming government offices
and obstructing traffic," Fcople's
Daily said.
"The law must be invoked to
punish those, who for ulterior
motives are deliberately creating
trouble which has serious consequences."
A report by the New China
News Agency today indicated the
disorders spread beyond Shanghai to the several other cities.
THE AGENCY, in a broadcast
monitored in Hong Kong, said the
young people cn Feb. 5 also
blocked rail traffic between Nan
king. Hangchow and Shanghai for
12 hours and 8 minutes. Nanking
and Hangchow are inland cities
about 150 miles and 400 miles
from Shanghai respectively.
All Chinese are required to
work at jobs assigned them by the
government. One of the most
unpopular features is the government's policy of sending young
people from the cities to work
projects in remote arras.
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Toxic materials, thefts highlight busy weekend
By CHUCK STEVENS
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State oolice braved last
week j winter freeze to respond to
several incidents, including investigating some toxic materials
found in Fawcett Hall.
Police officer D. Burdick said
that during a routine patrol on
Feb. 4, a police officer discovered
three bottles of toiic materials
lying on the first floor of Fawcett
Hall. Labels on the bottles indicated that they contained Malachite Green Hydrochloride and
Indigo Synthetic Blue, chemicals

generally used as stains to identify microorganisms. There was
also an empty bottle of Ammonium Hydroxide, a commonly used
chemical that increases PH factors in other chemicals.
DR. BRUCE AUSTIN, acting
director of the Safety Department, was called to the security
dispatch center to take charge of
the chemicals. Austin said that
the incident has prompted action
by the Science and Engineering
Medical and Safety Committee to
vigorously enforce the existing
policy of disposal of waste chemi-

cals. Dr. Austin is also an
assistant professor of Radiological Sciences in the School of
Medicine, as well as University
Radiation Safety Officer.
On Feb. 2, police were notified
that a person on the campus was
in possession of a firearm. Burdick said the subject, a female,
was known to be carrying a
weapon in her purse. "She was
unaware that it is against the law
to carry a weapon on state
premises, even with a permit,"
Burdick said.
In other police business, Donna

Benson, a WSU student, reported
that her annual B decal was stolen
from her car parked in the Allvn B
'lot. The incident occurred Feb. 7,
and the value of the decal was
listed at $43.
IN OTHER THEFTS, Carol
Smith, a University student, reported that her purse, containing
ID's and $30 cash, was stolen
from 026 Creative Arts. Feb. 7.
On the previous day, Feb. 1. a
projector and two remote control
extension cords were taken from
Art Education in Millett. Police
estimated the loss at over $150.

ALSO, ITEMS IN the PE locker
room once again fell victim to
thieves. Student Steve Barkett
told police Feb. 6. that his locker
was broken into, and two tennis
rackets and one racketball racket
removed. The tennis rackets were
valued at $120 each. The total lost
was estimated at $290.
In a final theft, student Scott
Henry reported to police that his
auto was broken into and a Radio
Shack calculator removed. The
incident occurred in the Allyn lot
Feb. 7. The calculator was valued
at $20.

University Center Board will conduct membership drive
By CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Associate Writer
The University Center Board
(UCB) will be holding a membership drive from Feb. 19 - Mar. 9.
According to Robert Kerg,
chairer of the UCB. "There are
basically no requirements. Just
an ambition to learn and to be
active."
POSITIONS TO CHOOSE from
include chairers, committee persons, and at large members.
There are 10 chairers: the main
chairer, vice-chairer, and one
chairer on each of the eight
committees within the UCB. A
committee person is one who is on
one set committee, and an atiarge member is rather like a
floater, being first on one committee; then another.
Kerg said he'd like to have
about 100 new members join.
"Everyone says there is not
enough happening on campus,"
he noted. He feels, however, that
with enough people, the UCB can
create the residence atmosphere
found on other campuses.
THERE ARE currently 35
members on the UCB. Even with
so few people, Kerg '.i.itcd, "Wc
are the most organized student
organization and the most active."
Kerg explained that the UCB
offers students a chance to woik
with people on the outside, such
as promoters, agents ant* business representatives. The UCB
also gives members aa opportunity to learn to l^al with contractual forms, he added.
The primary goal of VJCB is

entertaining people. Kerg said.
This is done through the eight
committees within the UCB:
Rathskellar, coffeehouse, lec-
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istrology.
There will be an open meeting
for questions and answers held 4
p.m.. Mar, 2 in room 155 B and C
University Center.
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CAMERA
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AGFA, ILFORD AND KODAK PAPERS
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in the University Center
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FOR SPECIAL
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mal Farm. 1984. and Bambi
Meets Godzilla. A few non-credit
courses have been offered including Mixology (how to mix drinks),
*ine tasting, disco dancing and

SEE WHY WRIGHT STATE'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS
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tures, public relations, miniversity. cinema, special events and
travel, tourny and recreation.
THE UCB HAS also shown
movies on campus including Ani-

l * * Wn*» donor* with fid.

0piasma alliance 224-1973
Blood Alliance. Inc.
165 Helena St. Dayton, Oh. 45404

Wed: Sauteed Liver & Onions,mashed potatoes,
roll & butter, choice of veg.
$1.55
Thurs: Swiss Steak & Gravy, home fries,
choice of veg. roll & butter

$1.75

Fri: Macaroni & Cheese
choice of veg., sm. bev.

$1.30

Mon: Grilled Ham & Cheese
fr. fr. , sm. bev.

$1.35
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School closings
At a commuter college such as Wright State it is necessary to
close the campus much more quickly during times of adverse
weather than at resident-type campuses.
This could be the reason why WSU closed its doors approximately
an hour and a half before the University of Dayton did.
But many of the students who attempted to drive to school in waht
was the heaviest snowfall to date this year, only to turn around a few
hours later and struggle home again, would agree that the
University should have been closed by 10 a.m. or earlier.
If this had been the case, many Wright State students who
unsuccessfully attempted the drive to school would not have done
so.
In the future, it might be wise to have those who decide on school
closings remember that students' safety must he preserved before
they can be educated.

Basketball rates
Although the season isn t over yet. all indications lead us at the
Guardian to believe that the WSU Raiders stand a pretty good
chance of not only being picked to participate in the NCAA Division
II regional tournament, but of also making an impressive showing
| and winning the tournament] is not out of the question at this point.
While the Guardian has long held the position that intercollegiate
sports should take back seat to academia. the recent success and
notoriety that the basketball team has achieved stands to benefit the
University in many areas, academics included.
Gaining national prominence with a championship basketball
squad would le' a lot of people in the U.S. know that WSU actually
exists.
As things now stand, if a WSU graduate were to apply for a
position in Utah and were asked where he attended school, an
answer like "Wright State University" might draw a blank. But if
the questioner already has heard of WSU |even :ltrough a national
basketball championship], a litth more prestige would be carried
with the WSU name.
Some might argue that such prestige is realty not representative
of the academic condition: at a university. This is generally true.
But realities must i>*
i . Many employers and students place
great importance on the slate of development and achievement of a
school 's athletic programs.
There can be.- little doubt that having a nationally prominent
basketball program v ould help achieving respect and recogn'twn
for WSU. But. as with <•'/ things, moderation and balance should be
exercised
The University should develop a championship level of academic
achievement in conjunction with the progress being made in athletic
endeavors at WSU.
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Gun control
IS
ByJOHN SALYER
Guardian Associate Editor
Accounts of deaths from shooting incidents
continue to come in at a breakneck pace and
Congress continues to ignore the clear and
present danger to the U.S. from the ready
availability of firearms.
The evidence is painfully apparent. The
recent incident in California is but another
example. A teenage girl was given a potentially
dangerous weapon and several hundred rounds
of ammunition as a Christmas present, no less.
And the results are two people dead, and many
wounded.
IN CERTAIN PARTS of American cities, a day
seldom gees by without a police officer being the
victim of random sniper activity. For that
mat'.er, there are frequent examples of police
themselves abusing the privilege of being
allowed to carry lethal weapons.
Wright State's own recent controversy surrounding a security officer firing on a staff
employee is yet another heavy argument to add
to the already mammoth body of evidence
demanding some type of gun control in the U.S.
The polls have long agreed with this
contention. The majority of Americans favorsome type of gun control, and yet the federal
government has been unable to pass any
comprehensive legislation to date, despite the
fact that they have been trying for many years
THE REASON IS, of course, the substantial
power of the anti-gun control lobbying forces,
which seem to have taken up permanent
residence on the steps of the nation's capitol.
They threaten congressmen and senators alike
(who nre intrinsically insecure about their
positions anyway) with multitudinous turnouts
at the polls in election years to whisk the
legislators out of office unless they vote the way
the gun-toters deem acceptable.
Sadly, this dilemma has no easily apparent
solutions. As long as groups like the National
Rifle Association continue to flourish financially
through heavy donations from right-wing business interests, they will continue to wield
considerable power in Washington.
The anti-gun control lobbyists' main contention for blocking any kind of much needed gun
control legislation is that all Americans enjoy
the constitutional right to bear arms. In
actuality, Americans should and do enjoy the
right to maintain an adequate militia, and

needed now
beyond that point any other arms borne by the
populace are superfluous and dangerous (with
the exceptions of certain types of hunting
weapons).
GUN FANATICS ALSO maintain that arms
control legislation won't work, and would take
guns from the hands of honest citizens while
leaving the criminal segment of our population
well-armed.
This just simply isn't true. Gun control
legislation can and does work. The state of
Massachusetts has had gun control legislation
on the books for several years and statistics arc
beginning to prov*. its worth by showing a
noticeable decline in vi>.Vn» UHWJ in which
guns are involved.
In the much glorified past of our country i« has
always been considered an almost God-given
right to pack enough iron to blow away even the
most well-armed enemies. But as with all
things, the passage of time brings change. And
in the case of America, the change in our culture
and society over the last few decades has been
radical indeed. Old standards of thought are
being cast aside with the dawn of each new day.
IT IS NOW time to throw out our dated ideas
concerning the right to bear arms. It just simply
isn't practical anymore in a country of over 210
million people.
This might, of course, bring io light the old
argument that disarming the general populace,
would leave us all at the mercy of a government
that is already far too powerful. But if the day
ever comes (and it well may ir. our lifetime)
when it becomes necessary to rise up against the
government in force, it will take more than mere
handguns and hunting rifles to be effective. In
such circumstances, a sizable cache of advanced
weapons would be needed to uproot the
currently entrenched power structure. And
those kind of weapons are always available t(
anyone with enough money.
It is time for gun control. We could begin with
definitive handgun control, and then legislate
and enforce other controls as the need for them
became clearer in the future.
FOR THOSE WHO scoff at the need for gun
control legislation, wait until you or someone
you know gets wasted with a "Saturday Night
Special." Then see how you feel about gun
control.
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Bronson has foot in recording and performing
pany point of view, and learned a
lot. After graduation, I worked at
Cashbox (a music trade publication) for awhile, but I became
very disillusioned with them." He
moved on. ending up at Rhino,
taking care of the store.
He recently moved from the
store to focus attention on the
development of the label. Rhino's ,
roster of performers include humor-oriented artists such as Wild
Man Fischer. Gefilte Joe and the
Fish. Flo and Eddie, and the
Temple City Kazoo Orchestra
(whose Some Kazoos disco Ip
enjoyed a popularity that surprised even Bronson). and new wave
performers including Backstage
Pass. The Winos, the Young
Republicans and The Low Numbers,
There's a simple reason for
Rhino's specialization in the two
areas. "We're very limited by our
resources." states Bronson. "We
have to make recordings as
cheaply as we can. So we've
directed ourselves toward humor
material because its succcess
depends more on the humor, not
music. It's the same with newwave-production quality is not as
essential."
ALTHOUGH BRONSON would
like to see more money available
for recording projects (Twist Again with the Low Numbers was
made on a budget of $2000), he
shuns the excessive production
values of nearly all popular
groups. "The reviews on Twist
Again
were mixed," -he say*. "A
"O

By R.L. METCALF
Guardian Maalc Writer
Eighth in a series.
This is the last article in a
series on the people who work
behind the scenes in the music
field. It is a profile of performer
and record executive Harold
Bronson. who has a foot in both
worlds, but remains mostly behind the scenes.
Again. I would like to thank all
who made this series possible.
"I'd rather be right than president.
How does a wino become
president? It's not impossible,
according to Harold Bronson. who
is full-time president of Rhino
Records, producer and part-time
musician with bands s'ich as The
Low Numbers and The Winos.
Rhino Records is the name of a
record store and small record
label based in Los Angeles. "We
like to think of last year as our
first as a record company, says
Bronson. "though we put out our
first record in 1975 and did some
experimentation with singles."
BRONSON STARTED HIS career in the music field at UCLA.
Writing music articles for the
college paper, he was introduced
into the music world, "My last
year there," he recalls. "I worked
as a college rep (liaison between a
record company and college media) for Columbia. 1 got into
promotions
u
iuilivuuiij
from a record wcomi n

Susan: Thank you for
help. With it I may come to
see. know and understand
you. Love, Gaylon
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people who do appreciate them."
Bronson also applies his principles of minimal production lo his
own music, as well as that of the
bands he produces. The Low
Numbers' name is a play on the
original name of The Who. the
High Numbers. Their album is
highly influenced by The Who's
first album, My Generation-which
Rolling Stone called "raw, shoddily produced, and utterly stupendous" --and by subsequent
works of the group before they
gained wide acceptance in America with Tommy.
"FOR EXAMPLE," Bronson
comments, "The Elementary Dr.
Watson tune was influenced by
Pictures of Lily, my favorite Who
song. And we covered an actual
Who song. Early Morning Cold
Taxi, which I feel is their best
non-commercially-released songit's from a bootleg album. And,
we were surprised to learn from
both Pete Townshend and Roger
Daltrey. it was written by Dal trey,
not Townshend."
The Who is not the only
influence on Bronson. Many
bands of the Sixties, particularly
British
grouos-are
counted
among those he respects: the
Beatles, the Zombies, the Rolling
Stones, the Easybeats, the Kinks,
the Bonzo Dog Band, the Move.
Herman's Hermits, the Doors and
the Yardbirds. "Not too much has
impressed mc lately," says Bronson. "Elvis Costello, Generation
X, Nick Lowe and the Cars-still I
don't feel that they. . approach
.
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lot of reviewers put the record
down because it doesn't sound as
good as Boston. In 1978 and '79.
reviewers and the public seem to
care more about how resonant the
bass is than about the songs."
He continues, "i like commercial rock-not so much what sells
these days but my roots, such as
the Beatles and the Who. I'd like
to be able to put out that kind of
music. When those groups were
popular, production wasn't the
most important thing, the music
was."
Another difference of opinion
between Rhino artists and most
popular performers on larger
labels concerns the practice of
taking oneself too seriously.
Rhino doesn't (the careful observer can find messages like
"How do you keep a disco fan
busy? Turn over)," which was
engraved on both sides of the
vinyl of the Saturday Night Pogo),
nor do its artists,
RINO'S PRESIDENT provides
a fine example for other performers. "I'm into making records for
fun, not money." he emphasizes.
"We even picked the silliest
looking photo of ourselves-doing
the twist--for the cover of the Low
Numbers album. Most big groups
won't do that. Groups like Queen
are far to hip to look silly.
"However, we've just about
stopped doing things like engraving messages in vinyl." Bronson
continues. "Hardly anybody notices them. But there are still a lot
ofrf subtitles* we -put in for the
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what those older groups did."
Although he is a musician,
Bronson remains behind the
scenes because time limitations
prevent him from performing
publicly with the Low Numbers.
"I'm so busy with work for Rhino
that I can't spend much time with
it. All the other members are
involved in other things, too. It's
more of a constantly changing
concept than a band," he explains, "a concept for getting my
songs heard. There's not much
money in being a touring band in
L.A., but if people showed more
interest in us. I guess we might
play in public."
IT IS DIFFICULT for small
record companies to survive,
because it takes extraordinary
amounts of money to promote an
album until it becomes a hit.
Airplay is essential, and it's difficult to get without a well known
name. "We take chances on
unknown and off the wall people,
states Bronson, "basically because the people we may be
interested in who have hit potential can be wooed away by bigger
labels with more money. Standard record company mentality is
to keep on the lookout for the next
Foreigner, and none of our stuff
has that potential."
That is the reason Rhino is
refreshing for music fans who
prefer the unique to the "next
Foreigner." Bronson is concerned for the survival of small record
companies, but also for the
survival of music.
—
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CLASSIFIEDS
for sale
FOE SALE: 71 Buick LaSabre
Custom; This 4-dr LeSabre
features: rear window defogger, ps, rb, and many more
extras. For a reduced price of
only $547.00 you can be driving a dependable auto. Write
H672 or call 252-5034 after
6:00 p.m. 2-9

FOR SALE:Fun. spirit, identity. and rowdiness. If you have
or want this, become a Raider
Ro'vdy. Now! Before it is too
late. The Raider Rowdies. 2-9
FOR SALE-Buffet tenor sax
with selmer mouthpiece, all
accessories. Very good condition. Must sell. $500 or best
offer. Reply George R567. 2-9
STUDIO couch for sale-Good
condition. $10. 254-4553 after
6:00 p.m. or before 2:00 p.m.
2-9
1978 MONZA 2&2 hatchback
coupe, excellent condition,
beige with gold interior-tinted
glass-4speed-am/fm
radio.
15.000 miles-$3,200.00.Cheap.
Must sell. Call 873-2329 after
12 noon. Or drop off inquiries
to mailbox P243. 2-9
LONG quiana knit wedding
gown. Seuuined cuffs and
waist. Plus, long lace veil.
Size 7. $100. 837-4658 after 5.
x'14-2.
FOR SALE: 1974 Plymouth
Fury I. power steering/brakes,
air conditioning, FM stereo 8
track, no rust. Must sell.
Asking $1200 or besi offer.
Call 399-1243 or drop a note in
Allyn mailbox W356. 2-14
FOR SALE: GBX Guitar Amplifier. 4-12" speakers in lube
amp cabinets, solid state piggy
back pre-amp. 90 watts. Used
professional. ex. cond. See
Lance at tht Guardian office.
2-14

help wanted
I'M younger lhan you and
have FANTASTIC MONEY
MAKING METHODS. so
don't wait! Sfnd stamped
envelope today. D. Werner.
Box 164. Dayton, Ohio 45402.
X-2-7-3
WANTED: Small band or combo tc play 3-4 hours for private
party in early August. Musical
preference: contemporary,
old standards, polkas. If interested, call 426-4533. 2-9
PART-Time s»lrs position: no
door-to-door. Call 25u ?384
aftrr 1:00 p.m. ask for Dailene i-9

: PART-TIME
Job-Business; man requires personal atten: dant due to physical disability.
Duties include assistance with
dressing, personal hygiene
and housekeeping-early mornings, evenings, and weekends.
10-15 hours per week, $3.00
per hour. Live-in arrangements possible. May also hold
another full-time job. Will
train reliable person, male or
female. Call 878-6735. 2-14-10

wanted

: WANTED: a beautiful, brickie
colored stray tom-cat (neutered) who has adopted our
family. However, our cat has
not adopted him so he must
find a new home. He's clean,
neat, doesn't claw, is litter-trained and eats dry cat food, if
you think he'd like to adopt
you, call 253-3464. after 5 p.m.
TYPING. Professional work.
Well acquainted with style
requirements for WSU theses.
Experienced in theses, dissertations. manuscripts,
resumes. Call Mrs. Walker
426-7094. 2-9
RIDE needed once a week to
Airway Center. Will need return ride also. I do not have a
car and would like to do
household shopping once a
week. Will pay for this service.
Call 426-2392-Marv. 2-9
THE WSU Chess Club is in
need of good chess players so
thai we can engage in tournaments. If you know how to
play, and arc interested in
meeting others, call Glen Jula
at 277-0831, or if on campus,
extension 2160. 2-14

for rent
LARGE 2 bedroom unfurnished apartment. Includes
stove, refrigerator, disposal,
living room dining room combined. one bath. Lease required. Dunphv Real Estate
Inc. Yellow Springs. 767-1140.
X-2-I4-3
HOUSE to shire 15 minutes
from WSU. $60 a month.
Includes private room, utilities, and phone. Call Dolly
Miller at ext. 1421 or after 6,
256-7046. s-2-14-1.
ROOMMATE wanted: Half
duplex in Fairborn 10 minutes
from WSU. Own bedroom and
phone. Rent $58 plus one third
utilities. Call 879-2294 after 6
p.m. 2-9
FEMALE Roomatc wanted to
share Bonnie Villa apartment
with three other girls. Share
one-fourth rent (approximately
$60 per month) and one-fourth
electric and phone. Current
roomatc moving out due to
terminal case of marriage. Call
426-3462. 2-9

ROOMMATE wanted: male or
female, share large furnished
house with 3 other students:
private bedroom, washer and
dryer, pool table. 20 minutes
from WSU in Dayton between
Main and Salem. Utilities included. $90 per month. Call
Tom WSU ext 2742. Room 054
Bio SCI: or 278-7601. 2-14

lost & found
FOUND:Class ring from Beavercreek. If you think it might
be yours contact M307 or call
236-3629 after 7 p.m. Monday
through Friday. 2-14

meetings
University Center Board wants
you! Q&A session March 2,
1979 at 4 p.m. in room 155
B&C University Center. 2-9
THE Believers in Jesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bible
Study every Saturday evening
at 7:30 p.m. in 041 University
Center. 2-9
WANNA join an honor society? Looks good on a resume
and we have fun. Come to 152
Millett at 2:00 on Wed. from
2-7 and meet Pi Sigma Alpha.
2-9
THE Believers in lesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bible
Study every Wednesday at
1:00 p.m. in 273 Millett. 2-9

miscellaneous
Bl'Y a chance for Rugby Club
Raffle. 1st prize $50. 2nd prize
Design own rugby jersey. 3rd
prize dinner for 2 at Jeds. Next
12 prizes are bovtles of Lam
brusco. Tickets cost 50 cents
each or 3 for $1. available from
any Rugger. 2-9
HAVE you sincerely tried to
reach God through Christianity or other orthodox religion?
If you have you may have come
up against something thai
feels like a terrible barrier.
Wouldn't it be great if someone would come along and
remove that barrier? Write
"Meditation" and WSU box
no. on a slip of paper ano pmcc
it in box S575. I will give you
some information on this subject. 2-9
CONGRATULATIONS to the
new officers of Kappa Delta
Chi. President: Connie Pefflv,
Vice President: Lisa Lutz,
Secretary:
Deb
Walker,
Treasurer: Jan Williams, Historian: Bev Sprenkle. Sports
Organizer: Cathy Groibmeire,
Social
Chairman:
Shelia
Schrom, and Pledge Trainer:
Chris Rafferty. Good Luck
Girls!! 2-14

ROBIN. You have a strange
way of going after what you
think you want! 2-9

; GINNY, (G.M.) The foosball
• fanatic. Good luck in the
C tourney. With this partner.
* you'll need it! 2-9

BOOG-I saw you with her
again Monday nite at the
game. Who is she? TM. 2-1''.

CHRIS Cavender. I'm still
gonna hang your ass from the
Upper Hearth Lounge. Now &
RB too!!! Bobo. 2-9

JOIN the Curt B. Fan Club. $S
membership fee get you an
8x10 color glossy, membership
card, and a xeroxed Curt B.
signature written by Greta
Garbo. Sign up today. Oh!
Curt, we love you. 2-14

KEVIN M.-Even though you
may think I don't like you your
right, but you still owe me 2
beers. Always Bobo. 2-9

WE, the brothers ol" Sigma Phi
Epsilon. would like to thank
the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha
for a great party. The improvision of the broom was the
best part of the event. Just
kidding. Happy Valentines to
all zetas. 2-14

TO MARK Leethy. I just love
those blue bikini breifs. I'm
craving your body madly.
More to come...Madam X. 2-9
TO RAT-Man: How's your 4
little honey's you little devil
you. And we don't care about
statistic's cither! We just want
you to know you're so cute!!!
Bui rude ana crude and socially unacceptable! Those Who
Know. 2-9
BOOG-Who's the good looking
gal you were with at the game
Mon. nite? If you decide to
drop her let me know. I'll take
good care of her.-T.M. 2-9
TO B.C.-Thanks for stopping
by this morning and trying to
get the old car running, and
thanks for Monday night. You
were fantastic, as usual, so
let's do it again and again and
again. Love H&C. 2-9
DEAR MR. S.-Wish I had
what you have with you all the
time right now. Maybe we
could get together Friday and
share. Sec you then lover man.
Ms. F. 2-9"
GEE WHIZ! A course in
artistic cookie carving, a f.e
throwing demonstration, free
shaving cream and a stupid
movie-all on top of tacos!
Nobody can engineer a night
away from the books like you
can. ol' buddy; it's great
having you back. (Bui if you
want me to keep coming over,
you're going to have to clean
up after your bird) 2-9
"AQUA-Boogie Disco" pre
senlcd by U-BAD soul experience with L'moja Weusi (black
student union of WSU) Saturday Feb. 10, 1979 9 p.m. to 1
p.m.. $1.00 with ID and $2.00
without ID. If this one goes we
may have more. So come on
out!!! 2-9
TOM Cook-Figure out who I
am vet? TC 2-9
ARE you rowdy? Are you a
raider? If so. become a genuine Raider Rowdy! Check it
out. now! Get rowdy with the
Raiders. Signed-A Raider
Rowdy. 2-9

WILLIE the Frog wishes the
women swimmmers the best of
luck against Kent State this
afternoon! 2-9

CONGRATULATIONS to our
new Kappa Delta Chi officers
I know that all of you will do a
fantastic job and that no one
will let us cown. Keep it
together girls. Kappa -Love
Always. 2-14
'•
I
|
:
•
;
•
:
:

1 WOULD like to thank those
Krazy Kappa's; Connie and
Bev for a super birthday
surprise at the Dixie Thursday. You little stinkers! But
most of all-thank you Doug for
letting me pass out in your lap,
maybe I'll do you a favor
sometime. Love Sheila.
2-14

'• DO YOU have any triends that
: love you so much they would
; die for you? Probably not. And
vet Jesus Christ did die for
• you! Find out why! Write "4
• Spiritual Laws" and your WSU
; box number on a slip of paper
• and place in box El 72. I will
t give you a booklet containing
• the answer. 2-14
:
;
:
;
:

DEAR MR. S.-Please 'ring
your equipment and con • to
my office at 7 p.m. Weduisday. Your services are urgentIv needed. Ms. F. 2-14

BALLET Brenda Bandit-Next
; lime my coupies are missing
| charges will be pressed. Vic; lim Dave. 2-14
; CONGRATS Lisa Harnetly and
• Claude Smiley for the amazing
I "twisto-fiex" al Dixie! 2-14
; TO Nicolc-You are sc right.
; Thanks for reminding me.
: Haven't heard from Lord Bv; ron. his Don Juan days are
• over. Perhaps we should call
; him Milton lie sure lost para'• dise. Signed The Pigtail Kid.
; P.S. Or Keats, he knows what
J he can do with a grecian urn.
: 2-14
: ALPHA Xi-Here's to you and
; heres to me. If you don't like
'• stats, you should try my rats
; Rat-man. 2-14.
;
:
;
|

THUMPER: Roses are red.
Violets are blue. You're so
cute we just waiit to sniff you
too. Your true admirers. 2-14
TO those of you Who KnowVini Vidi Vici. Dennis Cooper.
2-14
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Schaefer's 24 escalates WSU over Bellarmine
By BOB CANADY
Guardian Stall Writer
Senior Bob Schaefer scored 18
of his game high 24 points in the
second half Saturday, as Wright
State defeated Bellarmine College 89-83, in Louisville. Kentucky.
Schaefer came off the bench
early in the first half when Steve
Hartings picked up his third
personal foul.
ALTHOUGH SCHAEFER played effectively in the first half, his
presence didn't hit Bellarmine
until the second half. Schaefer
worked around 6*10" center John
Wiegel and most of his points
came on the patented turnaround
jumpshot from 5-10 feet.
Schaefer credited the Knight
defense for his second half scor-

ing burst in which he made 10
points in less than 3 minutes.
"They were playing off of me and
that gave me the open shot," he
explained. "Plus 1 got a chance to
go to the free throw line a few
times, and that helped." Schaefer
hit 8-9 free throws and was 8-12
from the field.
Although it wasn't apparent
from his play. Schaefer says he
still isn't 100 percent healthy. "I
still can't push off real strong on
my leg when I'm playing defense.
It started aching a little bit
tonight." he said.
EVEN THOUGH Schaefer's
second half explosion carried the
majority of the scoring load, the
game victory came down to the
free throw shooting of guards Bill
Wilson and Eddie Crowe. Between the two of them, they hit 13
straight free-throws in the final

four minutes of the game. Wilson
was 8-9 on the from the 15 foot
line, and Crowe hit all 8 of his
attempts.
"They kept the pressure on us
by making us make them." commented Crowe. "We were up by
four or five and if we missed them
they could be to within two
points. When you are two baskets
down with less than four minutes
to go anything can happen."
Although it was a sub-par
performance for Crowe in shooting from the field, he still finished
with 16 points and 7 assists.
LED BY SCHAEFER'S 7-9 and
Wilson's 5-7, the Raiders shot 64
percent from the field in the
second half, and finished at 53
percent for the game. Hartings
was 3-4 before he fouled out with
approximately eight minutes left
in the game. Jimmie Carter also

had an excellent shooting night,
as he was 6-7 from the field, with
one of those two-handed slamdunk in the first half. Carter
finished with 13 points.
The win was another big one
for the team, and for Wilson.
"This is another one I was glad to
win. Just like Northern Kentucky,
we had never beaten them here,
since I've been here," he explained. "They're all big wins now,
we're just taking them one at a
time. Hey. I've got to say
something about the guys on the
bench: they never let up once the
whole night. They were cheering

BOOKIE PARLOR
2027 WAYNE AVE.
Dayton.Ohio 256-6806
Across from the Forest

New Ix back issues

Stahl to face felony charges today
|continued from page /]
That charge, a felony of escape,
will go before the Greene County
Court today, Feb. 14. This charge
was filed against Stahl after he
attempted to flee the scene of the
initial incident. It was at this time
that the shooting occurred.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR of
Campus Planning and Operations
Robert Francis said, also in a Jan.
i interview, that this incident
occurred when two WSU police
officers attempted to place Stahl

under arrest for public intoxication. Stahl then got in his truck
and tried to drive away. One
officer, being too close to the
truck, was forced to hold onto the
side of it to keep from falling
underneath.
When the officer was able to
right himself and fet free of the
truck, he fired the first shot ever
fired by police here on campus
"to stop the vehicle." Francis
said.
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Alpha Xi Delta
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Vanessa Adkins
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Expert Repair-Foreign and domestic cars
Work Guaranteed One Year
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ON ALL REMAINING

1978 DATSUNS
UP TO $800 CASH REBATE, DEPEND ON MODEL

EXTRA DOWN PAYMENT!

ftutohausjnc
878-7322

.1550 KAUFFMAN AVE

FAIRBORN. OHIO

Reserve service

lOOO's OF USED P A P E R B A C K S

South Central Ave.
Fairborn, Ohio
Phone 879-0991

UP TO $800
CASH REBATE

COMICS

Supplies & related items

Posters by tTieTest" Comic A sci-fic artists
Including over 40 Different Frazetta

At this point Stahl turned his
truck and drove directly at the
officer, stopping 15-20 feet in
front of him. sources noted.
ACTING DIRECTOR OF Security Carl Sims has said, "I think
the officer showed extreme restraint in not firing again when
the driver of the truck (Stahl)
came back at him..." After Stahl
had stopped his truck, he was
taken into custody by police, and
transported to the Fairborn Police
Department.

Rudy's Body Shop

ABORTIONS

the whole game. If the only way
they are going to get in is if we
blow someone out. then I hope we
do it real soon," he continued.
"Those fans were great too.
they sure made a lot of noise."
Wilson was referring to the
busload of Raider Rowdies, and
the Raider Club, whose noise
level equalled that of the Bellarmine crowd.
WILSON CONTINUED his fine
passing by serving up 9 assists.
The Raiders had a total of 22 in
the game.
The Raiders closed out the road
portion of their schedule at 5-5.

LA DIE'S DAY
WEDNESDAY

NOON LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

All Drinks
Vt Price
*********

All You Can Eat
Salad & SanJwich
Only $2.19
**********
Beer Blast Tuesday

Party Room
i
*
*
4.

You'll enjoy your next party in the
Needlepoint Room, With seating
accommodating 10-90 people.
Call for reservations: 426-4266

2 for 1

»
*
***********************************
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CLASSIFIEDS
for sale
FOR SALE: 71 Buick LaSabre
Custom; This 4-dr LeSabre
features: rear window defogger. ps, rb. and many more
extras. For a reduced price of
only $547.00 you can be driving a dependable auto. Write
H672 or call 252-5034 after
6:00 p.m. 2-9

FOR SALE:Fun. spirit, identity. and rowdiness. If you have
or want this, become a Raider
Rowdy. Now! Before it is too
late. The Raider Rowdies. 2-9
FOR SALE Buffet tenor sa*
with selmer raoi"'; .».ce, all
accessories. Vers good condition. Must rell. $500 or best
offer. Reply George R567. 2-9
STUDIO couch for sale-Good
condition. $10. 254-4553 after
6:00 p.m. or before 2:00 p.m.
2-9
197b MONZA 2&2 hatchback
coupe, excellent condition,
beige with gold interior-tinted
glass-4speed-am/fm
radio.
15,000 milcs-$3.200.00.Cheap.
Must sell. Call 873-2329 after
12 noon. Or drop off inquiries
to mailbox P243. 2-9
LONG quiana knit wedding
gown. Sequined cuffs and
waist. Plus, long lace veil.
Size 7. $100. 837-4658 after S.
x-7-14-2.
FOR SALE. 1974 Plymouth
Fury I. power steering/brakes,
air conditioning. FM stereo 8
track, no rust. Must sell.
Asking $1200 or best offer.
Call 399-1243 or drop a note in
Allyn mailbox W356. 2-14
FOR SALE: GBX Guitar Amplifier. 4-12" speakers in tube
amp cabinets, solid state piggy
back pre-amp. 90 watts. Used
professional*, ex. cond. See
Lance at the Guardian office.
2-14

heip wanted
I'M younger than you and
have FANTASTIC MONEY
MAKING METHODS, so
don't wait! Send stamped
envelope today. D. Werner,
Box 164, Dayton, Ohio 45402.
X 2-7-3
WANTED: Small bar.d or combo to play 3-4 hours for private
party in early August. Musical
preference: contemporary,
old standards, polkas. If interested, call 426-4533. 2-9
PART Time sales position: no
doo'-to-door. Call 25C ?384
s*1rr 1:00 p.m. ask for Dailene. i-9

PART-TIME
Job-Businessman requires personal attendant due to physical disability.
Duties include assistance with
dressing, personal hygiene
and housekeeping-early mornings. evenings, and weekends.
10-15 hours per week, $3.00
per hour. Live-in arrangements possible. May also hold
another full-time job. Will
train reliable person, male or
female. Call 878-6735. 2-14-10

wanted

WANTED: a beautiful, brickie
colored stray tom-cat (neutered) who has adopted our
family. However, our cat has
not adopted him so he must
find a new home. He's clean,
neat, doesn't claw, is litter-trained and eats dry cat food. If
you think he'd like to adopt
you. call 253-3464. afterS p.m.
TYPING. Professional work.
Well acquainted with style
requirements for WSU theses.
Experienced in theses, dissertations. manuscripts,
resumes. Call Mrs. Walker
426-7094. 2-9
RIDE needed once a week to
Airway Center. Will need return ride also. I do not have a
car and would like to do
household shopping once a
week. Will pay for this service.
Call 426-2392-Mary. 2-9
THE WSU Chess C u b is in
need of good chess players so
that we can engage in tournaments. If you know how to
play, and are interested i«
meeting others, call Glen Jula
at 277-0831, or if on campus,
extension 2160. 2-14

for rent
LARGE 2 bedroom unfurnished apartment. Includes
stove, refrigerator, disposal,
living room dining room combined, one bath. Lease required. Dunphy Real Estate
Inc. Yellow Springs. 767-1140.
X-2-14-3
HOUSE to share 15 minutes
from WSU. $60 a month.
Includes private room, utilities, and phone. Call Dolly
Millei at ext. 142! or after 6,
256-7046. *-2-14-1.
ROOMMATE wanted: Half
duplex in Fairborn 10 minutes
from WSU. Own bedroom and
phone. Rent $58 plus one third
utilities. Call 879-2294 after 6
p.m. 2-9
FEMALE Roomate wanted to
share Bonnie Villa apartment
with three other girls. Share
one-fourth rent (approximately
$60 per month) and one-fourth
electric and phone. Current
roomate moving out due to
terminal case of marriage. Call
426-3462. 2-9

ROOMMATE wanted: male or
female, share large furnished
house with 3 other students;
private bedroom, washer and
dryer, pooi table. 20 minutes
from WSU in Dayton between
Main and Salem. Utilities included. $90 per month. Call
Tom WSU ext 2742, Room 054
Bio SCI; or 278-7601. 2-14

lost & found
FOUND:Class ring from Beavercreek. If you think it might
be yours contact M307 or call
236-3629 after 7 p.m. Monday
through Friday. 2-14

meetings
University Center Board wants
you! Q&A session March 2.
1979 at 4 p.m. in room 155
B&C University Center. 2-9
THE Believers in Jesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bible
Study every Saturday evening
at 7:30 p.m. in 041 University
Center. 2-9
WANNA join an honor society? Looks good on a resume
ant', we have fun. Come to 152
Millett at 2:00 on Wed. from
2-7 and meet Pi Sigma Alpha.
2-9
THE Believers in Jesus Christ
invite everyone to the Bible
Studv every Wednesday at
1:00 p.m. in 273 Millett. 2-9

miscellaneous
BUY a chance for Rugby Clut
Raffie. 1st prize $50. 2nd prize
Design own rugby jersey. 3rd
prize dinner for 2 at Jeds. Next
P prizes are bottles of Lambrusco. Tickets cost 50 cents
each or 3 for $1. available from
any Rugger. 2-9
HAVE you sincerely tried to
reach God through Christianity or other orthodox religion?
If you have you may have come
up against something that
feels like a terrible barrier.
Wouldn't it be great if someone would come along and
remove that barrier? Write
"Meditation" and WSU box
no. on a slip of paper ana piacc
it in box S575. I will give you
some information on this subject. 2-9
CONGRATULATIONS to the
new officers of Kappa Delta
Chi. President: Connie Peffly.
Vice President: Lisa Lutz.
Secretary:
Deb
Walker,
Treasurer: Jan Williams. Historian: Bev Sprenkle. Sports
Organizer: Cathy Groibmeire,
Social
Chairman:
Shelia
Schrom. and Pledge Trainer:
Chris Rafferty. Good Luck
Girls!! 2-14

GINNY, (G.M.) The foosball
fanatic. Good luck in the
tourney. With this partner,
you'll need it! 2-9
CHRIS Cavender. I'm still
gonna hang your ass from the
Upper Hearth Lounge. Now &
RB too!!! Bobo. 2-9
KEVIN M.-Even though you
may think I don't like you your
right, but you still owe me 2
beers. Always Bobo. 2-9
TO MARK Leethy. I just love
those blue bikini breifs. I'm
craving your body madly.
More to come...Madam X. 2-9
TO RAT-Man: How's your 4
little honey's you little devil
you. And we don't care about
statistic's either! We just want
you to know you're so cute!!!
But rude and crude and socially unacceptable! Those Who
Know. 2-9
BOOG-Who's tfte good looking
gal you were with at the game
Mon. nite? If you decide to
drop her let me know. I'll take
good care of her.-T.M. 2-9
TO B.C.-Thanks for stopping
by this moming and trying to
get the old car running, and
thanks for Monday night. You
were fantastic, as usual, so
let's do it again and again and
again. Love HtStC. 2-9
DEAR MR. S.-Wish I had
w hat you have with you all the
time right now. Maybe we
could get together Friday and
share. See you then lover man.
Ms. f . 2-9'
GEE WHIZ! A cou-ie in
artistic cookie carving, a pie
throwing demonstration, free
shaving cream and a stupid
movie-all on top of tacos!
Nobody can engineer a night
away from the books like you
can. ol' buddy; it's great
having you back. (But if you
want me to keep coming over,
you're going to have to clean
up after your bird) 2-9
"AQUA-Boogie Disco" pre
sented by U-BAD soul experience with Umoja Weusi (black
student union of WSU) Saturday Feb. 10. 1979 9 p.m. to I
p.m.. $1.00 with ID and $2.00
w ithout ID. If this one goes we
may have more. So come on
out!!! 2-9
TOM Cook-Figure out who I
am yet? TC 2-9
ARE you rowdy? Are you a
raider? If so. become a genuine Raider Rowdy! Check it
out. now! Get rowdy with the
Raiders. Signed-A Raider
Rowdy. 2-9

WILLIE the Frog wishes the
women swimmmers tne best of
luck against Kent State this
afternoon! 2-9

ROBIN. You have a strange
way of going after what you
think you want! 2-9
BOOG-I saw you with her
again Monday nite at the
game. Who is she? TM. 2-14.
JOIN the Curt B. Fan Club. $5
membership fee get you an
8x10 color glossy, membership
card, and a xerored Curt B.
signature written by Greta
Garbo. Sign up today. Oh!
Curt, we love you. 2-14
WE. the brothers of Sigma Fiii
Epsilon. would like to thank
the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha
for a great party. The improvision of the broom was the
best part of the event. Jusl
kidding. Happy Valentines to
all zetas. 2-14
CONGRATULATIONS to our
new Kappa Delta Chi officers.
I know that all of you will do a
fantastic job and that no one
will let us town. Keep it
together girls. Kappa -Lov
Always. 2-14
I WOULD like to thank those
Krazv Kappa's; Connie and
Bev for a super birthday
surprise at the Dixie Thursday. You little stinkers! But
most of all-thank you Doug for
letting me pass out in your lap,
maybe I'll do you a favor
sometime. Love Sheila.
2-14
DO YOU have any friends that
love you so much the;/ would
die tor you? Probably not. And
yet Jesus Christ did die for
you! Find out why! Write "4
Spiritual Laws" and your WSU
box number on a slip of paper
and place in box E172. I will
give you a booklet obtaining
the answer. 2-14
DEAR MR. S.-Plea e bring
your equipment and .-.cine to
my office at 7 p.m. Wednesday. Your services are urgently needed. Ms. F. 2-14
BALLET Brcnda Bandit-Next
time my coupies are missing
charges will be pressed. Victim Dave. 2-14
CONGRATS Lisa Harrietly and
Claude Smiley for the amazing
"twisto-flex" at Dixie! 2-14
TO Nicole-You are so right.
Thanks for reminding me.
Haven't heard from Lord Byron. his Don Juan days are
over. Perhaps we should call
him Milton he sure lost paradise. Signed The Pigtail Kid.
P S. Or Keats, he knows what
he can do with a grecian urn.
2-14
ALPHA Xi-Here's to you and
heres to me. If you don't like
stats, you should try my rats
Rat-man. 2-14.
THUMPER: Roses are red,
Violets are blue. You're so
cute we just want to sniff you
loo. Your true admirers 2-14
TO those of you Who KnowVini Vidi Vici. Dennis Cooper.
2-14
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Schaefer's 24 escalates WSU over Bellarmine
By BOB CANADY
Guardian Staff Writer
Senior Bob Schaefer scored 18
of his game high 24 points in the
sccond half Saturday, as Wright
State defeated Bellarmine College 09-83. in Louisville, Kentucky.
Schaefer came off the bench
early in the first half when Steve
Hartings picked up his third
personal foul.
ALTHOUGH SCHAEFER played effectively in the first half, his
presence didn't hit Bellarmine
until the second half. Schaefer
worked around 6'10" center John
Wiegel and most of his points
came on the patented turnaround
jumpshot from 5-10 feet.
Schaefer credited the Knight
defense for his second half scor-

ing burst in which he made 10
points in less than 3 minutes.
"Thev were playing off of me and
that gave me the open shot," he
explained. "Plus 1 got a chance to
go to the free throw line a fewtimes. and that helped." Schaefer
hit 8-9 free throws and was 8-12
from the field.
Although it wasn't apparent
from his play, Schaefer says he
still isn't 100 percent healthy. "I
still can't push off real strong on
my leg when I'm playing defense.
It started aching a little bit
tonight." he said.
EVEN THOUGH Schaefer's
second half explosion carried the
majority of the scoring load, the
game victory came down to the
free throw shooting of guards Bill
Wilson and Eddie Crowe. Between the two of them, they hit 13
straight free-throws in the final

four minutes of the game. Wilson
was 8-9 on the from the 15 foot
line, and Crowe hit all 8 of his
attempts.
"They kept the pressure on us
by making us make them." commented Crowe. "We were up by
four or five and if we missed them
they could be to within two
points. When you are two baskets
down with less than four minutes
to go anything can happen."
Although it was a sub-par
performance for Crowe in shooting from the field, he still finished
with 16 points and 7 assists.
LED BY SCHAEFER'S 7-9 and
Wilson's 5-7, the Raiders shot 64
percent from the field in the
second half, and finished at 53
percent for the game. Hartings
was 3-4 before he fouled out with
approximately eight minutes left
in the game. Jimmie Carter also

Stahl to face felony charges today
[continued from page f)
That charge, a felony of escape,
will go before the Greene County
Court today, Feb. 14. This charge
was fi'ed against Stahl after he
attempted to flee the scene of the
initial incident. It was at this time
that the shooting occurred.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR of
Campus Planning and Operations
Robert Francis said, also in a Jan.
i interview, that this incident
occurred when two WSU police
officers attempted to place Stahl

At this point Stahl turned his
truck and drove directly at the
officer, stopping 15-20 feet in
front of him. sources noted.
ACTING DIRECTOR OF Security Carl Sims has said, "I think
the officer showed extreme restraint in not firing again when
the driver of the truck (Stahl)
came back at him..." After Stahl
had stopped his truck, he was
taken into custody by police, and
transported to the Fairborn Police
Department.

under arrest for public intoxication. Stahl then got in his truck
and tried to drive away. One
officer, being too close to the
truck, was forced to hold onto the
side of it to keep from falling
underneath.
When the officer was able to
right himself and fet free of the
truck, he fired the first shot ever
fired by police here on campus
"to stop the vehicle," Francis
said.

Rudy's Body Shop

ABORTIONS
Cltalc to y OBI area

€

AppL made 7 dayi

Termination 1-24 wecka

InauBiKC • Credit cwd>

808 South Central Ave.
Fairborn. Ohio
Phone 879-0991
Expert Repair-Foreign and domestic cars
Work Guaranteed One Year

Call toll tree 1-M0-M3-120S

had an excellent shooting night,
as he was 6-7 from the field, with
one of those two-handed slamdunk in the first half. Carter
finished with 13 points.
The win was another big one
for the team, and for Wilson.
"This is another one I was glad to
win. Just like Northern Kentucky,
we had never beaten them here,
since I've been here," he explained. "They're all big wins now,
we're just taking them one at a
time. Hey, I've got to say
something about the guys on the
bench: they never let up once the
whole night. They were cheering

the whole game. !f the only way
they are going to get in is if we
blow someone out, then I hope we
do it real soon," he continued.
"Those fans were great too.
they sure made a lot of noise."
Wilson was referring to the
busload of Raider Rowdies, and
the Raider Club, whose noise
level equalled that of the Bellcrmine crowd.
WILSON CONTINUED his fine
passing by serving up 9 assists.
The Raiders had a total of .12 in
the game.
The Raiders closed out the road
portion of "heir schedu'e at 5-5.

BOOKIE PARLOR
2027 WAYNE AVE.
Dayton,Ohio 256-6806
Across from the Forest

New & back issues

Supplies i related items

Reserve service

Posters by the best Comic & sci-fic artists
Including over 40 Different Frazetta

IQOO's OF USED P A P E R B A C K S
Mon. thru Fri. 11 a.m.-8p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m.-6p.m.

DAYTON'S MOST COMPLETE
C O M I C BOOK STORE

Alpha Xi Delta
welcomes
Vanessa Adkins
Brenda Bishop
Cathy Robitzer

to its bond of sisterhood.

UP TO $800
CASH REBATE

&

$2501

$1

ON ALL REMAINING

Qfy

1978 DATSUNS

%

UP TO $800 CASH REBATE, DEPEND ON MODEL

EXTRA DOWN PAYMENT!

8utohau£,lnc.
.1 550 KAUFFMAN AVE

8 7 8 * 7 3 2 2

FAIRBORN. OHIO

3982 Col. Glenn-Next To Wright State
Fine Foods Cocktail Lounge
LA DIE'S DAY
WEDNESDAY

NOON LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

All Drinks
'/a Price
*********

All You Can Eat
Salad & Sandwich
Only $ 2 . 1 9
**********
Beer Blast Tuesday

Party Room
You'll enjoy your next party in the
Needlepoint Room. With seating
accommodating 10-90 people
Call for reservations: 426-4266

2 for 1

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Raiders win sixteenth game
o u r r e g i o n . " A n d t h a t ' s not t h e
a t t i t u d e ! w a n t e d t h e m to go out
there with," he added.
C l e v e l a n d p l a y e d s o m e w h a t of
a slowdown g a m e in t h e first half,
w a i t i n g for t h e good s h o t s and
t r y i n g to g e t t h e ball i n s i d e . The
wait paid off. a s they hit 5 4 . 5
p e r c e n t f r o m t h e f i e l d . T h e y only
took 22 s h o t s in t h e half, but hit
12 of t h e m .

By B O B CANADY
G u a r d i a n Staff W r i t e r
T h e W r i g h t State m e n ' s b a s ketball t e a m d e f e a t e d Cleveland
State 70-64 M o n d a y n i g h t , playing t h e Division I t e a m at U.D.
Arena.
W S U closed at 2 p . m . M o n d a y ,
and for a while it looked like t h e
W S U b a s k e t b a l l t e a m h a d quit for
t h e d a y a s well. A n d . for t h e first
20 m i n u t e s of t h e R a i d e r s ' match
a g a i n s t t h e Vikings, t h e R a i d e r s '
s h o o t i n g was a s cold a s t h e n e a r
z e r o t e m p e r a t u r e . W S U shot only
.357 in t h e first half, on 10-28
shooting, a n d went into t h e locker
r o o m trailing 27-26.
C O A C H RALPH U N D E R B I L L
immediately
recognized
his
t e a m ' s lackadaisical e f f o r t , and
called a t i m e o u t with only two
minutes elapsed. "They weren't
g e t t i n g u p and down t h e floor; it
looked like they w e r e sleepwalking. T h e y g a v e us s o m e e a s y
c h a n c e s a n d we d i d n ' t take t h e m ,
a n d t h e score was still 2 - 2 , " he
said.
Underhill t h i n k s t h e fact that
Cleveland State is a Division 1
school a f f e c t e d t h e R a i d e r ' s play
early.
"They
probably
were
t h i n k i n g , " T h i s is a Division I
i c a m a n d it d o e s n ' t really count in

T H E VIKINGS ALSO d o m i n a t e d t h e b o a r d s in t h e first half, a s
they out-rebounded the Raiders
21-8. C l e v e l a n d ' s J e f f Kostohryz
g r a b b e d 10 of t h e 21.
Steve H a r t i n g s , who led W S U
with si* r e b o u n d s , felt it w a s j u s t
a poor effort on t h e R a i d e r s ' part
in t h e first half. " I t w a s t h e s a m e
a s Northern Kentucky; we just
h a d a lousy first h a l f . " said
H a r t i n g s . " T h e y w e r e big b u t
t h e y w e r e n ' t t h a t s t r o n g . Like
Tillis. h e is 6 ' 1 0 " b u y only
w e i g h t s 170 p o u n d s . T h e y d i d n ' t
e v e n play their big lineup too
much."
In t h e s e c o n d half, t h e R a i d e r s
shooting was a s hot a s it was cold
in t h e first half. W S U hit their
first s e v e n of n i n e a t t e m p t s in t h e
half, to quickly take a five point
l e a d in t h e first t w o and a half
m i n u t e s . C l e v e l a n d got it back to
three points before the Raiders

scored si* s t r a i g h t points. Wilson
hit two s t r a i g h t b o m b s , with a
s l a m in b e t w e e n by J i m m i e
C a r t e r , to give t h e R a i d e r s a n i n e
point lead with 16 m i n u t e s rem a i n i n g in t h e g a m e .
W S U C O N T I N U E D T H E hot
s h o o t i n g and o p e n e d u p their
l a r g e s t lead of t h e night a t 11
p o i n t s (48-37) with 13:48 left to b e
played.
Wilson, who h a s a v e r a g e d 16
p o i n t s a g a m e since b e i n g p u t into
t h e s t a r t i n g l i n e u p five g a m e s
a g o . was held s c o r e l e s s in the
first half on 0-4 s h o o t i n g . " I j u s t
c o u l d n ' t g e t into t h e g a m e in t h e
first h a l f . " a d m i t t e d W i l s o n . H e
c a m e out a n d hit t w o j u m p e r s
early in t h e s e c o n d half a n d k n e w
h e w a s on his way. " I t g a v e m e
my c o n f i d e n c e b a c k , " Wilson
said. He w e n t on to score 18
p o i n t s in t h e second half. A s h e
had in t h e p r e v i o u s g a m e a g a i n s t
B e l l a r m i n e , Wilson hit s o m e crucial f r e e t h r o w s down t h e line,
m a k i n g 6-6. all in t h e last two
m i n u t e s of t h e g a m e .
" M e . E d d i e (Crowe) a n d Bob
(Cook) h a v e a p e r s o n a ! competition g o i n g for f r e e t h r o w p e r c e n t a g e . W e a r e all real close a n d a r e
k e e p i n g t h e p r e s s u r e on t h e o t h e r
t w o g u y s . It is j u s t a little t h i n g to
p u s h the o t h e r two on to m a k i n g

J i m m y C a r t e r u n d e r n e a t h at

recent

looking good at 1 6 - 6 .

Cash
Investments
Loans
Equipment
Other Assets
total

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
WRIGHT-PATT CREDIT UNION
ASSETS
December 31. 1978
m b e r . l . 197)

Share Deposits
Notes Payable-lCP/SOOC
Notes Payable-Other
Other Liabilities
Specific Reserves
Retained Earnings
TOTAL
t

3

LIABILITIES

5 1.117.208
13.040.923
105.245.01!
172.S64
259.225
H19.834.Ml
S 95.020.870
14.971.000
1,476,875
2M.S78
6,641,506
1,461.102
»119,834,931

675,421
23,051.840
83.186,443
118.260
539.52]
J107.571.485
i 95.304,135
3.965,00C
1.494.896
5,503,264
1.304.190
• 107.571.48S

Not available until September 19*8

BOARD OF DIRECTO RS

John 'jl kreitwr, President
Peter L. Pointer. Vice-President
Robert S. Topor. Treasurer
Paul I. Hendricks. S-cretary
Dwight H. Kemp. Assistant Treasurer
Frieda L, Legienu. Assistant Secretary Alton W Brisbane, Director
Mever H. Dreety, Director
Maj. Richard F. Ennis. USAF. Director
Maria A. Ogg. Director
Capt. Ronald T Radish. USAF. Director
C
William T. Chancey, Secretary
Herman Rasper
SMSgt Warner R Sneed, Sr.
Htlen N
Stewart
"•'P' 1 s Taylor
William J. Zamberlan

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
Byron C. Starr. General Manager
Harold D. Vance. Assistam Manager
William C Phelps, Officer Operations Manager
Jerry L. Griblcr. Controller
John J Ward. Special Services Manager
Richard W, Brockert. Collection Manager
William N. Conard, Acting Manager, Marketing Services
Patrick C. Gantt. Personnel Officer
Marta K. Waldorf. Advertising Director
William I Myers, loan Manager
Grace West. Head Teller
Fern Harrington. Manager. Skyway Plara
Ruth Harrison. Manager. Area A
Ruth Sweiuer. Manager. Rittyhawk Center
Lillie Marsh. Supervisor, RMS
Joann Throckmorton.
""•nun, Supervisor, Mead & WSt)
fOadM i m *

G u ^ d l a n Photo J . F . e n r o l l

t h e i r s , " Wilson e x p l a i n e d . Crowe
also h a d a p e r f e c t night f r o m t h e
f r e e t h r o w line, g o i n g 6-6.
W S U PLAYED W I T H m u c h
m o r e i n t e n s i t y in t h e s e c o n d half,
and hit t h e b o a r d s a little h a r d e r .
T h e y w e r e still h a n d i l y o u t - r e b o u n d e d . 42-25 for t h e g a m e , b u t
w e r e a g g r e s s i v e on d e f e n s e , forcing t h e Vikings into 30 t u r n o v e r s .
T h e R a i d e r s ' r e c o r d is niw
16-5, with a five g a m e w i n n i n g

s t r e a k . T b - R a i d e r s play their last
f o u r g a m e s of t h e r e g u l a r s e a s o n
at h o m e . The cancelled g a m e with
Arkansas-Little Rock will not be
m a d e up. " T h e y d o n ' t w a n t to
m a k e it u p . " s t a t e d U n d e r h i l l .
r e f e r r i n g to t h e A r k a n s a s tram.
T h e R a i d e r s finished t h e s e a
son 2-0 a g a i n s t Division I I - a m s .
T h e y b e a t M i a m i in t h e s cond
g a m e of t h e y e a r . Little ,^-ck
would n a v e b e e n t h e i r t h i r d g a m e
a g a i n s t Division 1 c o m p e t i t i o n .

Management Opportunity
U n p a r a l l e l e d o p p o r t u n i t y e x i s t s for college s t u d e n t s soon to
g r a d u a t e to a c q u i r e e x p e r i e n c e a n d t r a i n i n g in m a n a g e m e n t . If y o u
a r e in good h e a l t h a n d s e e k i n g a c h a l l e n g i n g c a r e e r , mail y o u r
r e s u m e to:

CREDIT QMMI]TEE ANDSUB.STITI ITFS

John B. Evuis
Barry W. Hatfield
SMSgt Virlen R Jessup
Howard Marks
Edward C. Martin

g a m e . RiJdere are currcsily

LCDR D o u g H a r r i n g t o n
200 N. H i g h , Suite 609
C o l u m b u s . Ohio 43215

A d paid for b y U.S. N a v y .

MAKE MONEY TO BURN
BUCKEYE'BIOLOGICALS

*

Sv

» e n e e d p l a s m a — will p a y y o u $ 1 0 . 0 0 every t i m e y o u d o n a t e .

Brin^ a friend and receive a $1.00 bonus!
Return this Coupon for an additional $1.00 bonus!!
m * » e two bonus** are limited to fiiw donation only I
You c a n d o n a t e two times each week.
,n
£C
• Fully t r a i n e d s t a f f . Licensed Medical
I e t h n o l o g i s t o n d u t y a t all t i m e s . F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n
call 2 2 3 - 5 7 7 9
Cash Bonus
E a r n At L e a s t
Buckeye Biological*
Plan Available!:
128-132 South Ludlow Si
$150.00 A Quarter!
Dayton, Ohio 4SI02
m > t m t . a STATF. LICCNSE

